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Top 3 Ice Cream Places

by Elizabeth Stratton

1. Twistee Treat – I. Love. Twistee Treat. For just a plain ice cream cone, this is the best place to head. There are more and

more locations popping up so it is convenient (and for those lazy few, there is a drive-thru!).  The ice cream is so thick and creamy, and they have a good

range of flavors and cones. My go to is vanilla cake cone. Seriously, so good. It is also really inexpensive, which is always a plus. I will never stop going here

for a good ol’ ice cream cone. 

2. Cold Stone Creamery – I don’t really have to talk about this place, because who hasn’t been here at least once? But… I will. For some really decadent

ice cream with every mix in you can think of, Cold Stone is where you need to go. Basically, everything here is good. I will say, the sizes can be a bit insane,
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so just keep that in mind. I always always always get the birthday cake remix. OMG. The best thing I’ve ever eaten. No joke. It
is more pricey here, but considering all that comes in your ice cream, it is worth it.

3. Pink Berry –  I was so excited when Pinkberry opened up in the Millenia Mall. Most of the time, instead of getting ice cream, I get frozen yogurt instead. I

genuinely like the taste of yogurt better, but Pinkberry’s is so smooth and such great quality. It isn’t heavy like normal ice cream and I can eat it without

feeling incredibly guilty. And the shop itself is so clean, so I don’t worry about who and what has touched the toppings. I love the chocolate hazelnut flavor

with some raspberries and strawberries on top. Mmmmm.

Continue Reading...

Super Sweet Treats – Sweet! by Holly

One of my guilty pleasures is Cupcake Wars on the Food Network. Who doesn't love cupcakes? My problem is that I always want to try th...

Frozen Treats at Sno Tea

For frozen treats, Sno Tea Desserts is a one stop shop. Not only do they have tea and coffee, but they have the new craze Shaved Snow a...

Crafted Burgers and Shakes at Burger 21

Like the name suggests, Burger 21 has 21 different unique, chef-inspired burger creations that is sure to have something for every diff...

New Developments – UCF Plaza on University

If you live anywhere near UCF, you will have noticed the plaza across from the campus has been under a lot of construction, where Univers...

Little, Fun, Cute – Le Macaron

I'm always in search of a new sweet treat. It is my weakness. One of my favorite pastries is a macaron but because they are so difficul...

Get the Island Feel at Hawaiian Grindz

I only just tried Hawaiian Grindz and didn't really know what to expect at first but I was very pleasantly surprised. The people I went w...

Need to Relax? – Maxim Nails & Day Spa

One of the hardest things about moving to a new area is finding a new manicurist, second to finding a new hair salon. With so many nail...

Cute Cupcakes at Gigi’s

By this point, I think it is obvious that I like cupcakes. I've recently found a new place and I'm obsessed! Gigi's Cupcakes of Orlando...

Not Just a Coffee Shop – Natura Coffee & Tea

I've talked about my love of coffee shops before, in particular Natura Coffee & Tea. This coffee shop has such a unique feel to it. O...

DUOW – Good American Food

I stumbled upon a new restaurant the other day and was so so so glad I decided to stop in. For some straight-up delicious American food...
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